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Abstract. Our world is prone to more1
frequent, deadly and costly earthquake2
disasters, which are increasingly uncertain and3
complex due to the rapid environmental and4
socio-economic changes occurring at multiple5
scales. There is an urgent need to recover6
rapidly and effectively for community after7
earthquake disasters. To enhance community8
recovery, it is necessary to have a good initial9
understanding of what it is, its determinants10
and how it can be assessed, maintained and11
improved. Considering the original12
perspective of recovery, this article proposes13
the concept of community recovery as the14
capacity to recover and rebuild after the15
earthquake disasters. And this paper presented16
a framework for defining community recovery17
and specifying quantitative measures to assess18
it that can serve as focus for comprehensive19
characterization of the earthquake problem to20
establish needs and priorities. The framework21
integrates those measures into the four22
dimensions of community23
recovery-population, economic, building, and24
infrastructure. Taking the community of25

Wenchuan as the example to test our26
mathematical model and compare different27
recovery levels of four dimensions under the28
situation of Wenchuan Earthquake, the results29
can help Chinese Central Government to30
assess and measure the recovery capacity and31
performance of local government officials of32
Wenchuan, and identify the low-recovery33
dimensions of Wenchuan to enhance34
post-disaster recovery and reconstruction35
efforts, and address the vital importance of36
local government in improving the37
post-disaster recovery.38

39
1 Introduction40

41
The damaging earthquake risk of cities as the42
most devastating in terms of impact, but not in43
terms of likelihood, has specifically increased44
over the years due to the increasing45
complexities in urban environments and a46
high concentrated urbanization in seismic47
risk-prone areas. The growing large-scale48
devastating effects caused by recent49
catastrophic earthquakes (e.g. 15 August 2007,50
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Peru; 12 May 2008, Wenchuan, China; 1251
January, 2010, Haiti; 11 March 2011, Honshu52
Island, Japan) have attracted the attention of53
the policy makers to formulate effective risk54
prevention policies. The earthquake risk55
depends on the seismic hazard, but it is more56
dependent on the inherent properties of the57
communities which is compounded by the58
vulnerability, adaptation and resilience. Above59
all of these inherent properties, resilience is60
interpreted to be the central component of61
disaster risk reduction, which is used to bridge62
the two other properties together. Some63
researchers asserted that a disaster-resilient64
community has the ability to cope with the65
disaster strikes, and improve its inherent66
genetic or behavioral characteristics to better67
adapt to disasters rather than regain68
pre-disaster levels of vulnerability (Mooney,69
2009). So policymakers have called for70
concerted efforts to build71
“earthquake-resilience community” for the72
purpose to find the new stable states and73
rebuilding a safer community in the74
historically experienced deleterious75
earthquake disasters (Alesch, 2009). The76
definition of resilience is the ability that is77
exposed to seismic hazards to resist, absorb,78
accommodate and recover from seismic79
hazards quickly and efficiently, which is80
divided by some scholars into during-disaster81
resistance, short-term post-disaster recovery,82
and long-term post-disaster trans-formative83
(UN/ISDR, 2010). Recovery represents a84
fundamental dimension of disaster resilience,85
includes both the possibilities to return to86
normal, that is, pre-disaster condition, or87

alternatively, to be rebuilt or transformed to a88
completely different status. So reconstruction,89
restoration, rehabilitation and post-disaster90
redevelopment are all considered to be the91
parts of the recovery process, yet it is widely92
acknowledged to be the final phase of the93
disaster life cycle (Tierney et al., 2001; NRC,94
2006; Peacock et al., 2008; Olshansky and95
Chang, 2009).96
In academia, recovery has traditionally97

taken on a more outcome-oriented98
conceptualization, with emphasis on the99
physical aspect as seen in early studies (Haas100
et al., 1977). Researchers like Nigg then101
began to point out that recovery should be102
conceptualized as a social process that “begins103
before a disaster occurs and encompasses104
decision-making concerning emergency105
response, restoration, and reconstruction106
activities following the disaster” (Nigg, 1995).107
Some other scholars have suggested that108
recovery can be defined as the “process by109
which a community has experienced a110
structural failure of this sort to reestablish a111
routine, organized, institutionalized mode of112
adaptation to its post-impact environment”113
since the disaster is often seen as a failure of114
social structure (Bates and Gillis Peacock,115
1989). These changes in the definition to116
reflect the shifts in conceptualizing disaster117
recovery in the last few decades from a linear,118
static issue focused on the physical aspects119
referred to a specific set of stages, to a120
dynamic, interactive, multi-dimensional121
decision-making process, including the122
‘reconstructing, and remodeling of the natural123
and social-economic environment by124
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pre-disaster planning and post-disaster125
actions’ (Smith and Wenger, 2007). And the126
researches surrounding "disaster recovery"127
have attracted more and more attention in128
recent years. Definitions of this term vary in129
the literature, which are commonly used in the130
sense of ‘returning to pre-disaster conditions’,131
or ‘reaching a new stable state that may be132
different from either of these’ (Quarantelli,133
1999). The new National Disaster Recovery134
Framework developed by FEMA (2011)135
define recovery as “those capabilities136
necessary to assist communities affected by an137
incident to recover effectively, including, but138
not limited to, rebuilding infrastructure139
systems, providing adequate interim and140
long-term housing for survivors; restoring141
health, social, and community services;142
promoting economic development; and143
restoring natural and cultural resources”. And144
community recovery emerges “as the outcome145
of several sets of activities: restoring basic146
services to acceptable levels, replacing147
infrastructure capacity that is damaged or148
destroyed, rebuilding or replacing critical149
social or economic elements of the150
community that are damaged or lost, and151
establishing or reestablishing relationships152
and linkages among critical elements of the153
community” (Alesch et al., 2009).154
In recent years, much of the current disaster155

literature provides two major perspectives and156
interpretations to assess recovery: (i) returning157
to pre-disaster situations; and (ii) obtaining a158
new normal conditions (Chang et al., 2011).159
The first perspective and interpretation is160
conceptually based on the comparison of the161

community conditions before the disaster and162
after the recovery process, and it emphasizing163
on the rebounding as quickly as possible164
(Wildavsky, 1991; Sherrieb et al., 2010). In165
this regard, the pre-disaster situations are166
considered to be the normal state. The rapid167
recovery process is designed to minimize168
losses caused by disasters (Alesch et al., 2001).169
The second perspective and interpretation170
highlights how there is a new normal state171
after a disaster (Alesch et al., 2009; Chang et172
al., 2010). However, the ‘new normal state’ is173
more applicable to post-disaster attitudes and174
behavior of human, showing the evolution of175
the collective psychology, than it is to176
physical recovery. Beside that, some recovery177
indexes have been designed to track the178
recovery progress, such as the Social179
Vulnerability Index proposed by Cutter and180
Finch (2008), Spatial Recovery Index (SRI)181
proposed by Ward et al. (2010), “ability of the182
economy to cope, recover, and reconstruct and183
therefore to minimize aggregate consumption184
losses(i.e. indirect impacts)” by Hallegatte185
(2014) and so on. These recovery indexes186
resonate with the fine view of the bouncing187
back method in as much as these dimensions188
are critical to understand the post-disaster189
improved situations.190
Nowadays, the research of disaster recovery191

is in the initial stage, more key research192
questions need to be resolved: Why do some193
communities recover more quickly and194
successfully than others? Is there a timetable195
for recovery? How does the recovery196
trajectory of communities differ by type and197
magnitude of the hazard event, conditions of198
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initial damage, characteristics of the199
community, and decisions made over the200
course of reconstruction and recovery? How201
do different types of assistance and recovery202
resources affect recovery? What types of203
decisions and strategies are most critical to204
recovery? How do disasters affect205
communities over the long term? In the past206
studies, the idea of post-disaster improvement207
is preferred by many scholars to the idea of208
bringing back to or regaining the pre-disaster209
normality, especially when the disasters are210
occurring in developing countries, while the211
concepts and practices of sustainable212
development and risk reduction are being213
integrated into disaster recovery processes.214
The concept of disaster recovery is recognized215
as ordered, knowable, and predicable, for the216
emphasis is mainly focus on the building217
environment. However, later studies have218
shown that the recovery process does not219
follow a predictable timeline, and that the220
recovery process is increasingly to221
multi-dimensional, including both physical222
(economic) and social-psychological aspects.223
The determinants of disaster recovery are224
many, include socioeconomic status and225
development trends, structural change and226
adaptation, disaster impacts and disruptions,227
post-disaster response efforts, informal and228
formal external assistance (governmental and229
institutional capacity), and230
macro-socioeconomic or program/policy231
changes. So the assessment of disaster232
recovery is a complex construct, a recurrent233
problem is the lack of a simple, feasible and234
effective assessment of disaster recovery.235

After 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake, Chinese236
Central Government have provided disaster237
assistance and developed many recovery238
programs for the impacted communities. The239
total investment of these recovery programs is240
1 trillion yuan. The local government officials241
take the most important role in the242
post-disaster recovery. So when these243
emergency response activities and programs244
carried out, challenges must be faced and key245
decisions made included of Chinese Central246
Government is to assess the recovery capacity247
and performance. How these recovery248
programs runs? How is the recovery effect249
and efficiency of these recovery programs?250
How to develop new guidelines for improving251
and managing the complex recovery process.252
Similar challenges will be faced in other253
earthquake-prone regions, and the Wenchuan254
Earthquake provides an important opportunity255
to learn from the decisions made by the local256
governments and their consequences for257
recovery. So the intended outcome of this258
paper is to propose a new, practical method259
for assessing and characterizing community260
recovery to earthquake in four dimensions,261
and applied it to Wenchuan Community. The262
final products of our research provide insights263
for Chinese Central Government to assess and264
measure the recovery capacity and265
performance of local government officials of266
Wenchuan, in order to maximize the overall267
post-disaster community recovery by268
prioritizing efforts, and formulating effective,269
operational and valuable reconstruction270
strategies and policies in the future.271

272
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2 Study Area273
274

The Wenchuan Community (31°East,275
103.4°North) in Sichuan Province of China276
was hit by a magnitude 8.0 Ms (the277
surface-wave magnitude) and 7.9 Mw278
earthquake (Wenchuan Earthquake) (Figure 1)279
at 14:28:04 CST (China Standard Time) on280
May 12, 2008. The Epicentral intensity of this281
earthquake was up to 11 degrees, and the areas282
directly devastated by this earthquake were as283
large as 100,000 square kilometers. Wenchuan284
Earthquake is the most destructive and285
widespread earthquake since the founding of286
the People's Republic of China, which287
affected more than half of China and other288
Asian countries and regions. Up to September289
18, 2008, the Wenchuan Earthquake caused290
69,227 people dead, 374,643 injured, and291
17,923 missing. Direct economic losses292
reached 845.2 billion yuan ($ 133.2 billion).293
The Wenchuan Community as the epicenter of294
Wenchuan earthquake was the hardest hit295
(Figure 2b). In Wenchuan Community, this296
earthquake left 15,941 people dead, 34,583297
injured, and 7,930 people have been listed as298
missing. The Wenchuan Community was299
razed by this earthquake: all infrastructures300
were completely destroyed, most buildings301
were severely damaged, many economic302
sectors such as industry, commerce and303
tourism were suffered heavy losses (64.3304
billion yuan ($ 10.1 billion) in direct305
economic losses).306

307

308
Figure 1. Location of Wenchuan Earthquake309

310
After Wenchuan Earthquake, Chinese311

Central Government commanded a large312
number of rescuers (including firefighters,313
special police, volunteers and humanitarian314
relief experts) from all over China and around315
the world to take emergency response316
measures. On June 8, 2008, "Regulations on317
Post-Wenchuan Earthquake Rehabilitation and318
Reconstruction" was promulgated, and the319
Chinese government announced to invest 1320
trillion yuan ($157.7 billion) to rebuild the321
affected areas over the next 3 years. In the322
rebuilding and recovery processes, with the323
principle of "one province helps one severely324
affected communities", 19 provinces and325
cities (e.g. Guangdong, Jiangsu, Shanghai,326
Shandong, Zhejiang, Beijing, Liaoning,327
Henan, Hebei, Shanxi, Fujian, Huan, Hubei,328
Anhui, Tianjin, Heilongjiang, Chonging,329
Jiangxi, Jilin) supported the reconstruction of330
18 worst-hit communities (e.g. Wenchuan,331
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Qingchuan, Beichuan, Mianzhu, and so on)332
for three years. Just forced on the Wenchuan333
Community, the reconstruction projects of the334
national plan are more than 4,000, with the335
total investment of 40 billion yuan ($ 6.3336

billion) from 2008 to 2011. On the third337
anniversary of Wenchuan Earthquake (May 12,338
2011), the reconstruction of the Wenchuan339
Community is completed (Figure 2c).340

341

The aerial image of the
Wenchuan Community before

Wenchuan Earthquake

The aerial image of the
Wenchuan Community after

Wenchuan Earthquake

The aerial image of the
reconstructed Wenchuan

Community

Figure 2. The development process of the Wenchuan Community in, during, and after Wenchuan343
Earthquake (from May 12, 2008 to May 12, 2011)344

345
3 Data and Methods346

347
3.1 Data Sources348

349
Data of the detail reconstruction or recovery350
processes of Wenchuan after the earthquake351
including population, economy, building and352
infrastructure are mainly obtained from the353
reports on the work of the Wenchuan354
government from 2008 to 2016. Data of the355
recovery process and status of the affected356
people were gotten by questionnaire and357
interview. We selected 10 resettlement sites of358
the Wenchuan where the most affected359
families are concentrated, and the random360

interviewed 1000 affected families from these361
resettlement sites. The settlement sites along362
the Minjiang River were built around363
Wenchuan Community, the remote sensing364
image of these settlements are showed in365
Figure 3. The largest resettlement site is366
located in Yanmen Township of Wenchuan367
Community, which covers an area of about368
240 mu. There are more than 2,800 active369
board houses, which can resettle more than370
10,000 affected people. During the371
questionnaire and interview, the investigators372
randomly selected a family member over 18373
years of age of each affected family to fill the374
questionnaire and interview.375

376
377

a b c
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378
Figure 3. The remote sensing image of the interviewed settlements of Wenchuan379

380
Other statistics and description data381

(showed in table 1) are gathered by combining382
different sources (e.g., research report,383
government report, government agency and384
website) following the Wenchuan Earthquake.385
And the local information of the386
reconstruction processes of buildings and387
infrastructure of Wenchuan Community,388
which were obtained by field surveys and389
interviews. After the earthquake, the390
government made every effort to restore391
infrastructure services of the affected areas,392
and the emergency water supply,393
telecommunications, electricity, and roads394
were recovered respectively on May 13, May395

15, May 17, and August 12, 2008. With396
regarding to repair and rebuild the397
earthquake-affected buildings, 501398
reconstruction projects with the total399
investment of 22.177 billion yuan ($ 3.5400
billion)are completed in Wenchuan401
Community. From 2008 to 2011,402
reconstruction projects had been completed by403
19%, 53%, and 94.7% in each year. In 2012,404
all of these 501 reconstruction projects were405
completed. These all data were entered into a406
computerized database. This database was an407
important source of information for assessing408
the recovery of the Wenchuan Community to409
the earthquake.410

411
Table 1 Statistics and description data sources412
Research Report
Statistical Report on the Direct Loss and Quantity and the Main Hazard Bearing Body in Wenchuan
Earthquake
Assessment Report on the public health environment of the core area of Wenchuan in Wenchuan
Earthquake
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Investigation Report on Recovery of Victims in Wenchuan Earthquake
Government Report
Regulations on the Reconstruction of Wenchuan Earthquake
Work Plan for Reconstruction of Wenchuan Earthquake
Main Plan for Reconstruction of Wenchuan Earthquake
Technical Guide for Reconstruction of Highway of Wenchuan Earthquake
Support Program on Reconstruction of Wenchuan Earthquake
Action Platform for Twenty-year Psychological Assistance of Wenchuan Earthquake
Data Collection from Government Agency
Earthquake Relief Leading Group of Chinese Academy of Sciences
Working Group on Disaster Reconstruction Planning of Wenchuan Earthquake
Working Group on Remote Sensing Monitoring and Disaster Assessment of Wenchuan Earthquake
Disaster
Data Collection from Website
Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment,CAS
China Geological Survey
Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources,CAS
Institute of Geology and Geophysics,CAS

414
3.2 Defining and assessing the community415
recovery to earthquake416

417
The researches contain many major418
conceptual and assessment approaches to419
define and assess community recovery.420
Community recovery, as the final phase of the421
disaster life cycle, continues beyond422
emergency response, that might be taken in423
the immediate aftermath of a disruption until424
returning to pre-disaster normality or425
transforming to a new stable state. This phase426
may take days, months, even years, to427
accomplish; thus, requiring long-term428
planning. The recovery is a dynamic, complex429
and challenging process that involves all430
sectors of a community, comprised of the431
impact of disasters, households, business,432

buildings, as well the lifeline system (Miles433
and Chang, 2007). In many cases, it is not434
even clear if and when recovery has been435
achieved because of varying stakeholder goals436
for the community, for example with some437
wanting it returned to its pre-disaster status438
and others wanting it to undergo change to439
realize a vision in which advances are made in440
risk reduction and other areas. But most of all,441
the decision-makers of local governments442
mainly through improving the recovery443
process to restore the operation of the444
interrupted business, and to rebuild damaged445
infrastructure to allow the restarting of normal446
activities (Alesch et al., 2001). So in the initial447
research, the recover time can be defined as448
the key indicator to assess the community449
recovery in much disaster literature, such as450
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the term of rapidity as the four properties of451
resilience (4R’s) (Bruneau et al., 2003). That452
is Bruneau et al. argued that resilience has453
four properties:454
(1) Robustness: strength, or the ability of455

elements, systems, and other units of analysis456
to withstand a given level of stress or demand457
without suffering degradation or loss of458
function.459
(2) Redundancy: the extent to which460

elements, systems, or other units of analysis461
exist that are substitutable.462
(3) Resourcefulness: the capacity to identify463

problems, establish priorities, and mobilise464
resources when conditions exist that threaten465
to disrupt some element, system, or other unit466
of analysis; resourcefulness can be further467
conceptualised as consisting of the ability to468
apply material (i.e., monetary, physical,469
technological, and informational) and human470
resources to meet established priorities and471
achieve goals.472
(4) Rapidity: the capacity to meet priorities473

and achieve goals in a timely manner in order474
to contain losses and avoid future disruption.475
The broad group of authors, such as Paton476

(2005), Longstaff et al. (2010), Ainuddin and477

Routray (2012), that provided the most478
comprehensive conceptual definition of479
resilience (Bruneau et al. 2003) introduced the480
so called “resilience triangle”, which481
represents the loss of functionality from the482
damage and disruption, and is the root of483
assessment approach of recovery. Figure 4484
illustrated the concept of resilience triangle. In485
general terms, some key features should be486
expressed. Q(t), which varies with time, has487
been defined for the percentage488
“functionality” (or “quality”, or489
“serviceability”) of a community. And t is490
time. Specifically, the percentage functionality491
can range from 0% to 100%, where 100%492
means no degradation in service and 0%493
means no service is available. If an earthquake494
occurs at time t0, it could cause sufficient495
damage such that the quality is immediately496
reduced (from 100% to 50%, as an example,497
in Figure 4). Restoration of the system is498
expected to occur over time, as indicated in499
that figure, until time t1 when it is completely500
repaired (indicated by a quality of 100%).501
During the time interval of t0 to t1, the502
recovery curve represents the dynamic503
recovery process.504

505
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506

Figure 4. The concept of resilience triangle507
508

They used this approach to primarily509
measure community resilience in the event of510
natural disasters like earthquakes. It plots the511
quality or functionality and the performance512
of system after a 50% loss. The triangle513
represents the loss of functionality from514
damage and disruption, as well as the pattern515
of restoration and recovery over time. It is516
used to measure the functionality of the517
community after a disaster, and also the time it518
takes for the community to return to519
pre-disaster levels of performance. So the520
depth of the triangle shows the severity of521
damage, and the length of the triangle shows522
the time to recovery. Loss of community523
resilience, R, with respect to that specific524
earthquake, can be measured by the size of the525
expected degradation in quality (probability of526
failure), over time (that is, time to recovery).527
The smaller the triangle, the more resilience is528
the community. Mathematically, it is defined529

by530

dttQR
t

t 
1

0

))(100( (1)531

where R is the loss of resilience532
experienced by the community, t0 is the time533
instant when the earthquake occurs, t1 is the534
time when the functionality of the community535
is fully restored, Q(t) is the percentage536
“functionality” (or “quality”, or537
“serviceability”) of the system, and t is time.538
And the recovery time in “resilience539

triangle” is taken to assess community540
recovery. The advantage of using this541
parameter is that it can assess the community542
recovery quickly, directly, and simply. But the543
disadvantage is that this parameter is strictly544
connected to the quality of community (the545
vertical axis). For example, in Figure 5, if the546
initial quality (Q(t)2) is the same, the recovery547
time of Community 2(a) is less than the548
recovery time of Community 2(b) (t2a<t2b),549
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which can represent that the recovery degree550
of Community 2(a) is better than Community551
2(b). But the recovery time of Community 1 is552
also less than the recovery time of Community553
2(a)(t1<t2a), which maybe due to the more554
initial quality (Q(t)1>Q(t)2), not due to the555
better recovery degree. So it can’t represent556

the same conclusion about the recovery557
degree of Community 1 and Community 2(a).558
Because the initial quality of Community 1559
and Community 2(a) are different, the quality560
of the community has the interference effect561
in assessing community recovery.562

563

564
Figure 5. The concept of the resilience triangle565

566
Therefore, in order to exclude the influence567

of the quality of community in assessing the568
community recovery, this paper extends the569
original concept of resilience triangle and use570
the term of rapidity from four properties of571
resilience (4R’s) (Bruneau et al., 2003) to572
assess community recovery, which refers to573
how fast the community returns towards574
equilibrium after the earthquake. Dynamic575
recovery refers to the rapidity with which the576
community returns to an acceptable level of577
functioning and structure after severe external578
perturbation or shock. The speed at which the579
community recovers to achieve a desired state580

can be used in our paper to assess the581
community recovery. Figure 6 sketches the582
assessment framework proposed here.583
Earthquake impacts compare a584
‘with-earthquake’ time path to585
‘without-earthquake’ expectations. A586
simplification that is often made in practice is587
to compare pre- and post-disaster states,588
assuming that pre-disaster conditions are589
‘normal’ and static. The proper comparison is590
between ‘with’ and ‘without’ earthquake591
scenarios. In the without-earthquake scenarios,592
the quality of community Q(t)0 is plotted as593
the horizontal straight line over time. In the594
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with-earthquake scenarios, the quality of595
community Q(t) is plotted as the fluctuation596
curve over time. The occurrence of an597
earthquake is at time t0, and the total598
functionality is restored at time t1 or t2. The599
slope of the recovery curve is the recovery600
speed of the recovery process. Finally, the601
resilience triangle is the shaded region above602
the curve of the functionality recovery path.603
However, quantifying the slope of the604

recovery curve to assess the community605
recovery is very difficult and a challenge in606
this paper, because the recovery speed of the607
curve is different at each time point, and not a608
constant. For the purpose of facilitating the609
calculation, assuming that the performance of610
community of the resilience is unchanged and611
equal, we use the linear functionality recovery612
path to approximate the curve functionality613
recovery path. The three key variables of the614
resilience triangle are particularly meaningful615
for assessing the community recovery. One is616
the percentage quality of community (Q(t)curve,617
Q(t)linear), which expresses the remaining618
quality of community after the extreme event.619
The second is the total recovery time (t1, t2).620
The third and most valuable variable is the621
terms of recovery score ( expressed by the622
value of recovery speed), which623
approximately equals to the slope of the linear624
of the functionality recovery path. Based on625
the notation, the recovery score is formulated626
as the following two-stage stochastic program:627
First stage:628

Rcurve=  
1

0

])(100[
t

t curve dttQ (2)629

Rlinear=  
2

0

])(100[
t

t linear dttQ (3)630

Where Rcurve is the loss of resilience631
experienced by the community in the curve632
functionality recovery path; Rlinear is the loss of633
resilience experienced by the community in634
the linear functionality recovery path; Q(t)curve635
is the percentage functionality of the636
community in the curve functionality recovery637
path; Q(t)linear is the percentage functionality638
of the community in the linear functionality639
recovery path; t0 is the time instant when the640
earthquake occurs; t1 is the length of recover641
time in the curve functionality recovery path;642
t2 is the length of recover time in the linear643
functionality recovery path.644
Second stage:645

Rcurve=Rlinear (4)646

linear

t

t curve

tQ

dttQ
t

)(100

])(100[2

0
2

1

0







(5)647

2

0 )(-100tan
t
tQRS linear 648

=
 

1

0

))(100(2

)(-100 2
0

t

t curve

linear

dttQ

tQ ）（ (6)649

Where RS is recovery score that can be650
expressed by the value of recovery speed;651
 is the tangent angle of the linear652
functionality recovery path; Q(t0)linear is the653
percentage functionality of the community at654
the time of earthquake occurrence in the linear655
functionality recovery path;656
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657

Figure 6. The recovery assessment framework658
659

3.3 Core dimensions and indicators of660
community recovery661

662
The challenge in defining core dimensions of663
community recovery lays in its complex664
nature. The purpose of our paper is to help665
Chinese Central Government assess and666
measure the recovery capacity and667
performance of local government officials of668
Wenchuan. Before performing the core669
dimensions and indicators of community670
recovery, it is necessary to answer the671
question the community recovery “of what”672
and “to what” should be the most concerned673
by Chinese Central Government. In addition,674
the choice of the core dimensions and675
indicators of community recovery depends on676
the particular case (Wenchuan) for assessment,677
as well as on availability of data.678
Since recovery begins when a community679

‘repairs or develops social, political, and680
economic processes that enable it to function681
in the new context within which it finds682
itself’(Alesch et al., 2009). When a683
devastating earthquake hits a community,684
people are injured or killed, economy685
interruption begins, buildings are collapsed,686
and infrastructures are disrupted. The ability687
of the community to carry out recovery688

activities to minimize the immediate impacts689
caused by an earthquake. According to the690
characteristics of earthquake disaster, and in691
order to better interpret all aspects of692
community recovery, a total of 15 interviews693
involving 20 experts were conducted to judge694
and choose the core dimensions and695
indicators of community recovery, which can696
significantly reflect local government697
capacity the recovery capacity and698
performance of local government officials. All699
of these experts were organizational700
specialists on post-disaster recovery and701
reconstruction from National Workplace702
Emergency Management Center which can be703
the decision-makers of assessing and704
measuring the recovery capacity and705
performance of local government officials.706
Core dimensions and indicators of community707
recovery was defined and choose on the basis708
of three stages: first, the dimensions was709
developed from a systematic analysis of710
existing recovery assessment literature, which711
gathered together a set of qualitative712
indicators of community recovery; and second,713
that the expert interview collectively714
represented the entire dimensions and715
indicators for the experts to judge the most716
important core indicators of each dimension.717
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Last, we captured and summarized the experts718
judgments of the core dimensions and719
indicators of community recovery. That four720
core indicators were chose to assess the four721
dimensions of community recovery, which722
included: (a) population recovery, assessed by723
the recovered quality of the interviewed724
affected families; (b) economy recovery,725
assessed by the recovered quality of gross726
domestic product (GDP); (c) building727
recovery, assessed by the recovered quality of728
damaged or destroyed buildings, and (d)729
infrastructure recovery, assessed by the730
recovered quality of key infrastructure system731
(e.g. electricity, roads, telecommunications,732
and water supply).733

734
4 Results735

736
In the result of our study, with the assessing737
approach of community recovery proposed in738
3.2, we calculate the recovery scores of739
Wenchuan Community in four dimensions740
(population recovery, economic recovery,741
building recovery and infrastructure recovery),742
respectively. And three levels (low-recovery,743
medium-recovery, high-recovery) with the744
recovery scores are adopted in this study to745
assess the degree of recovery. So the746
low-recovery level belongs to the calculation747
of the recovery score RS as [0-0.577] and the748
tangent angle α as [0º-30º], the749
medium-recovery level belongs to the750
calculation of the recovery score RS as751
[0.577-1.732] and the tangent angle α as752
(30º-60º], the high-recovery level belongs to753
the calculation of the recovery score RS as754
[1.732-+∞] and the tangent angle α as755
(60º-90º]. The calculation results suggest that756
the economic recovery which can be obtained757
by the recovery score RSeconomy=1.15 is the758
minimum value in the four dimensions, and759
the infrastructure recovery which can be760

obtained by the recovery score761
RSinfrastructure=135.19 is maximum value in the762
four dimensions. And the economic recovery763
of Wenhuan which belongs to the764
medium-recovery level, the population,765
buildings and infrastructure recovery belong766
to the high-recovery level.767
FEMA has recognized that the recovery768

process is “a sequence of interdependent and769
often concurrent activities that progressively770
advance a community toward a successful771
recovery”. According to the time phases of772
community recovery proposed by773
Rubin(1985), National Research Council774
(2011) and FEMA, we divided the recovery775
and reconstruction process into three776
interrelated phases (shown in Figure 7), which777
can be used to determine the recovery degree778
of four dimensions of community recovery at779
different time phases: (1) Short-term780
recovery(<2 weeks), it “addresses the health781
and safety needs beyond rescue, the782
assessment of the scope of damages and needs,783
the restoration of basic infrastructure and the784
mobilization of recovery organizations and785
resources including restarting and/or restoring786
essential services for recovery787
decision-making”. (2) Intermediate788
recovery(2-20 weeks), it involves “returning789
individuals, families, critical infrastructure790
and essential government or commercial791
services to a functional, if not pre-disaster,792
state. Such activities are often characterized793
by temporary actions that provide a bridge to794
permanent measures.” (3) Long-term recovery795
(>20 weeks) is the phase“that may continue796
for months or years and address complete797
redevelopment and revitalization of the798
impacted area, rebuilding or relocating799
damaged or destroyed social, economic,800
natural and built environments and a move to801
self-sufficiency, sustainability and resilience”.802
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803
Figure 7. The three interrelated phases of recovery process804

805
The data used to assess the four dimensions806

of the community recovery are all807
standardized (by dimensional analysis, a808
dimensionless quantity is a quantity without809
an associated physical dimension) to810
eliminate the impact of the different unit of811
each indicator.812

813
4.1 Analysis of the population recovery of814
Wenchuan815

816
Earthquake disasters are becoming more817
complex and uncertain in recent years as a818
result of the increasing populations living in819
seismic areas, which is considered to be820
exposed to a relatively high degree of821
earthquake risk. So this would increase the822
population affected by earthquake disasters,823
which in further can increase the pre-disaster824
extent of casualties. On the contrary, the trend825
of rapid urbanization could induce a future of826
increased post-disaster population recovery.827
And benefits and restoration efforts are828
distributed unequally in the recovery process829
amongst different sub-populations according830
to their geographic locations, socioeconomic831
status, and different reconstruction programs.832
Figure 8 plots the recovery process and score833
of population of Wenchuan. The interviewed834
data analysis was conducted to examine the835
recovered patterns of affected and matched836
population after Wenchuan Earthquake, and837
black curve plotted in this figure shows the838
actual recovered process of them in months839

following the earthquake disaster. By setting840
the status of the affected population we841
interviewed before the earthquake disaster as842
the initial pre-disaster status, and all of these843
affected population return to normal life (e.g.844
the injured people were treated, the homeless845
people were placed) as the acceptable846
post-disaster level. After the Wechuan847
Earthquake occurred, more than 80% families848
and population were severely injured, even849
homeless. But the affected population850
displayed a rapid recovery after the Wenchuan851
Earthquake, it only took less than three852
months to regain their pre-disaster levels.853
Previous studies have noted that the854
earthquake produced major spatial disparities855
not only in terms of physical damage, but also856
over the course of recovery (Hirayama, 2000;857
Murosaki, 2004). Red dotted line plotted in858
this figure shows the approximate recovered859
process of affected population, which is860
calculated by the assessment method we861
proposed in 3.2. The population recovery862
score of Wehchuan RSpopulation is 98.46, and863
the tangent angle ɑ is 89.41˚, which belongs864
to the high-recovery level, suggesting that the865
affected population completely recovered866
from negative effects of earthquake disaster in867
the intermediate recovery period. The868
high-recovery level of population in the869
process of the post-disaster reconstruction is870
mainly due to the rescue principle of the871
Chinese Central Government that life is of top872
priority to make the effective emergency873
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rescue measures. Within 24 hours after the874
Wenchuan Earthquake occurred, more than875
20,000 soldiers of People's Liberation Army,876
and 70 medical teams were sent to search and877
rescue 4,130 wounded, and evacuate more878
than 3 million affected people. About 1.2879
million relief tents, stretchers and other880
equipment, more than 800 tons of military881
food and supplies, 6380 tons of fuel were882
transported to the affected area. Focusing for883

the recovery process of affected population of884
Wenchuan, it can be observed that while most885
buildings suffered notable losses, which made886
the population no housing to live. The built of887
many settlements migrated the affected888
population from heavily-damaged areas to889
safer areas. These settlements concentrated890
the affected population, so that the affected891
population were more conducive to be treated,892
and can recover in a more quick speed.893

894

895

Figure 8. The recovery process and score of population of Wenchuan896
897

4.2 Analysis of the economic recovery of898
Wenchuan899

900
Economic recovery as a promoter of recovery,901
refers to making the best of the internal and902
external resources that are available to903
accelerate recovery to return to a previous904
level of economic function at a given point in905
post-disaster time. The local economic status906
determines how rapidly a community can907
recover from such earthquake disasters (Lee,908
2014; Anne and Adam, 2011). Statistical time909
series are extensively available at community910
levels for key measures of economic recovery.911
Gross domestic product (GDP) provide a912
basic flow indicator of economic production913
or output. Figure 9 provides a summary view914
of the economic recovery process and score of915
Wenchuan in comparison to pre-disaster916
levels. The status of Wenchuan’s GDP before917

the earthquake disaster can be set as the initial918
pre-disaster status, and after the Wechuan919
Earthquake occurred, the GDP of Wenchuan920
is only 22.53% of the pre-disaster status. The921
main reason of significantly economic922
damage is the rapid urbanization and the923
increasing economic development, which924
emphasized the significantly increased925
economic exposure and the economic effects926
(EMDAT, 2012; World Bank and United927
Nations, 2010). Black curve shows the actual928
GDP of Wenchuan in 10 years following the929
earthquake disaster. Statistical analysis here930
shows that Wenchuan’s GDP experienced an931
accelerated decrease within the first year of932
Wenchuan Earthquake, which can be933
considered as the impact of the earthquake.934
Because after the earthquake, production935
activities in many sectors remained936
considerably lower than pre-disaster levels,937
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including manufacturing, construction and938
wholesale, trade and services, and so on.939
Moreover, Wenchuan’s GDP can be seen to940
increase rapidly in the second and third years941
after Wenchuan Earthquake. More detailed942
data demonstrates that this may be part of a943
larger restructuring effect that is accelerated944
by earthquake. A surge in construction945
activities associated with reconstruction lasted946
for three to four years in Wenchuan. During947
this period, GDP experienced a temporary948
boost (briefly recovered 10 percent of the949
entire quality) from reconstruction-related950
activities, including to some degree an inflow951
of funds from Chinese Central Government,952
but still lower than pre-disaster level.953
However, once the temporary reconstruction954
stimulus had almost completed, GDP955
stabilised even decreased again from the forth956
to sixth years after Wenchuan Earthquake.957
After that, the influence of earthquake958
gradually dissipated, Wenchuan’s GDP959
received an extraordinary boost from960
development demand in post-disaster markets,961
and stabilisation was attained more rapidly in962
each sector of the economy. But until 2016,963
statistical data shows that Wenchuan’s GDP964
did not attain pre-disaster levels, which965
briefly recovered to 60 percent of the entire966
quality. So we assumes that the GDP after967
2016 increases as the average growth rate968
(25.2%) of 8 years after the earthquake969
(2008-2016), and finally it recovered to the970

pre-disaster level in 2018. By using the971
assessment method we proposed in 3.2, red972
dotted line plotted in figure 9 shows the973
approximate recovered process of economy of974
Wenchuan (used the indicator of GDP to975
assess) in months following the earthquake976
disaster, the economic recovery score of977
Wehchuan RSeconomy is 1.15, and the tangent978
angle ɑ is 48.99˚, which belongs to the979
medium-recovery level, and is least recovery980
of these all four dimensions. Some economic981
characteristics (a lack of diversified982
manufacturing and services, a dependence on983
specialized entitlements, fragile industrial984
production chains, low-income settlements,985
limited access to economic resources) of986
Wenchuan contribute to such a long recovery987
process of the economy. Aiming to improve988
the economic recovery to earthquake, built-in989
a strong and diverse regional economy will be990
the most effective scenario. The991
resilient-economy does not merely make the992
best of the resources available to return to a993
previous level of economic function rapidly994
after the earthquake disasters, but also to995
increase the capacity of the economic support996
mechanisms in order to keep the built997
environment operational and adaptable with998
the support of post-disaster recovery activities999
(including contextualizing local economic1000
conditions and prioritizing development1001
projects).1002

1003

1004
Figure 9. The recovery process and score of economy of Wenchuan1005

1006
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4.3 Analysis of the building recovery of1007
Wenchuan1008

1009
Buildings built without adequate1010
consideration of the earthquake effects1011
weaken the community recovery to1012
earthquake. At this spatial scale, earthquake1013
damage (calculated as the percentage of1014
housing units damaged and destroyed) of1015
buildings ranged from no signifcant damage1016
to a loss of 95 percent of the building stock in1017
Wenchuan after the earthquake disaster.1018
Figure 10 maps three-year building recovery1019
process of Wenchuan. The status of buildings1020
of Wenchuan before the earthquake disaster1021
can be set as the initial pre-disaster status, and1022
more than 90 percent of these buildings were1023
damaged even destroyed in Wenchuan1024
Earthquake, which can be interpreted that the1025
low-quality building stock and lack of the1026
earthquake-resistant building codes are the1027
directly and important influencing factor of1028
the extremely-high extent of damage (Jie and1029
Shaoyu, 2015). Black curve plotted in this1030
figure shows the actual repaired and1031
reconstructed process of buildings of1032
Wenchuan in months following the earthquake1033
disaster. Almost 10 percent of the damaged1034
building were repaired in the period of1035
short-term recovery(<2 weeks) and the1036
intermediate recovery(2-20 weeks). The1037
repaired and reconstructed process of1038
buildings of Wenchuan did not experience a1039
similar speed. During the first two years is1040
interesting, as it explained the immediate rise1041
in repair speed. The decrease recovery speed1042

after the first two years could indicate the1043
reconstruction of the destroyed buildings need1044
long time to attain pre-disaster levels. By1045
three years after the earthquake, the influence1046
of this earthquake disaster has diminished1047
dramatically, and the destroyed buildings were1048
all reconstructed. According to the guidelines1049
of the central government and heavy financial1050
support ($ 3.5 billion), the local government is1051
almost equivalent to build a “new” Wenchuan1052
Community just over three years. Red dotted1053
line plotted in this figure shows the1054
approximate repaired and reconstructed1055
process of building of Wenchuan in months1056
following the earthquake disaster, which is1057
calculated by the assessment method we1058
proposed in 3.2. The recovery score of1059
buildings RSbuildings is 3.37, and the tangent1060
angle ɑ is 73.47˚, which belongs to the1061
high-recovery level. Building recovery refers1062
to the capacity of a community for1063
post-disaster building reconstruction and1064
retrofitting, which are often amenable to1065
taking on board resilient technologies, given1066
that they have witnessed the effects of the1067
initial threat. High-level building recovery is1068
addressed in rebuilding and retrofitting these1069
earthquake resistant buildings, which helps to1070
build-in recovery and provide enhanced safety1071
built environment for community. So in the1072
repaired and reconstructed process, the new1073
buildings are designed and built with the1074
application of current high seismic design1075
standards, which can support recovery by1076
helping the built environment prevent or1077
minimize damage during earthquake disasters.1078
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1079

Figure 10. The recovery process and score of buildings of Wenchuan1080
1081

4.4 Analysis of the infrastructure recovery1082
of Wenchuan1083

1084
Infrastructure recovery is the judgment to1085
characterize the ability of the key1086
infrastructure which is threatened and1087
disrupted by the earthquake disasters to1088
recover function to the extent possible in1089
post-disaster time. The disruption of the1090
infrastructure system in a major earthquake1091
disaster as the indirect economic damage of a1092
community, suggests whether such1093
community to be resilient, to what extent. The1094
capacity of critical infrastructure to quickly1095
restore services following an earthquake1096
determines how rapidly communities can1097
recover from such disasters. From Figure 11,1098
we can conclude that infrastructure recovery1099
process and score of Wenchuan. The status of1100
infrastructure system (including electricity,1101

roads, telecommunications, and water supply)1102
of Wenchuan before the earthquake disaster1103
can be set as the initial pre-disaster status, and1104
all of them were disrupted and destroyed in1105
the immediate aftermath of Wenchuan1106
Earthquake. A high rate of infrastructure1107
deterioration may be due to the poor quality,1108
the aged equipment, and the highly exposed1109
locations, while the development of the1110
infrastructure system is identified as a1111
strategic priority to be essential to increase the1112
recovery of infrastructure (Kathleen et al.,1113
2010; Whitman et al., 2013). Moreover, the1114
infrastructure systems are considered in most1115
rapid recover trends in the four dimensions,1116
shown in black curve of Figure 11, it is1117
evident that, to a large extent, the critical1118
infrastructure and services took three months1119
to regain its pre-disaster levels. The water1120
supply and telecommunications were1121
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recovered in short-term recovery period, the1122
electricity and roads were recovered in the1123
intermediate recovery time period. Red dotted1124
line revealed the recovery score of1125
infrastructure that measured by the recovery1126
assessment approach proposed in 3.2, which1127
was conducted to examine the recovery1128
patterns of the infrastructure system. The1129
recovery score of infrastructure RSinfrastructure is1130
135.19, and the tangent angle ɑ is 89.58˚,1131
which belongs to the high-recovery level, and1132
is expected to be most recovery compared1133
with other three dimensions. Because the local1134
government of Wenchuan spared no effort to1135

return the critical infrastructure system1136
quickly to pre-disaster levels within a shortly1137
time period. Many researches addressed that1138
the reliable and resilient infrastructure system1139
is a priority goal for earthquake-resilient1140
communities, and the importance of1141
enhancing defence infrastructure design to1142
optimize mitigation, disaster planning, and1143
response and recovery efforts, which played a1144
vital role in improving the community1145
recovery to earthquake disasters (Chang et al.,1146
2011; National Infrastructure Advisory1147
Council, 20101148

1149

1150
Figure 11. The recovery process and score of infrastructure of Wenchuan1151

1152
5 Discussion1153

1154
The overall results of our study highlight the1155
community recovery process which is1156
considered to be an uncertain, complex,1157

conflict-laden, multidimensional and1158
nonlinear process. The extent of damage, land1159
use, building codes, available recovery1160
resources, the broader structural changes,1161
social disparities, prevailing pre-disaster1162
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trends, decision making, and organization1163
capacity are factors all directly related to the1164
rate of recovery. “Both long-term trends and1165
an urgent desire to return to normal, exert an1166
important influence on the reconstruction1167
processes” (Haas et al., 1977). And higher1168
recovery scores mean higher recovery levels1169
and lower recovery scores mean lower1170
recovery levels. The population, building and1171
infrastructure dimensions have high-recovery1172
levels, particularly the infrastructure recovery1173
is highest. However, the economic recovery1174
score is poor which tends to have lowest1175
recovery level in contrast to other three1176
dimensions and needs more consideration in1177
the near future. While the external resources1178
will be not sufficient to meet the needs of1179
disaster-affected areas throughout the1180
recovery process of Wenchuan. The1181
decision-makers of local government must1182
learn how to address the challenges of disaster1183
response and recovery at the community level,1184
how to leverage community capacity from the1185
earliest stages of disaster response, and to use1186
external resources to bolster and supplement1187
local capacities. In the rebuilding and1188
recovery process of Wenchuan, the1189
community has received a large number of1190
external resources from Chinese Central1191
Government and other provinces and cities to1192
enhance community recovery to earthquake,1193
including incorporating long-term recovery1194
goals into disaster response and pre-disaster1195
planning, expanding the knowledge base by1196
incorporating research into recovery and1197
harnessing lessons learned from international1198
experiences, and developing an1199

outcome-oriented approach to disaster1200
recovery planning, which makes Wenchuan1201
exhibit a high recovery and the reconstructed1202
community be more resilient to the next1203
earthquake. The rebuilding and recovery1204
process of Wenchuan supports perspective of1205
recent research that returning to pre-disaster1206
levels does not necessarily mean building1207
back for the better (Ganapati et al., 2012).1208
From a dynamic and development oriented1209
viewpoint, there is no exact returning to1210
“pre-disaster” conditions once a disaster has1211
happened. Regardless of whether the disaster1212
has stimulated positive change or has hastened1213
the development trend of a community, the1214
community will never be exactly the same as1215
it was before the disaster occurred (Greene,1216
2006). Furthermore, recovering to the1217
pre-disaster situation implies restoring the1218
pre-event inequality, exploitation and1219
vulnerability as well (Oliver-Smith, 1990).1220
The idea of “build back better” (Lyons et al.,1221
2010) or “recover better” should be adopted,1222
especially in the case of developing countries1223
where “build back better” is indeed possible1224
(Mulligan and Nadarajah, 2012) if the ideas of1225
development, vulnerability and risk reduction1226
are integrated into recovery activities (Shaw,1227
2006), with the physical and social planning1228
integrated with one another to address local1229
needs in culturally appropriate ways1230
(Mulligan et al., 2012). And the post-disaster1231
recovery activities provide an opportunity to1232
learn constantly and grow stronger from the1233
previous natural disasters, which can be used1234
to support the proactive mitigation1235
strategies-to rebuild stronger, change land-use1236
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patterns, and reduce development in1237
hazardous areas, and also to reshape those1238
negative social, political, and economic1239
conditions that existed pre-event (NHC, 2006;1240
Reddy, 2000; Olshansky, 2006; Birkland,1241
2006). Mitigation can be a powerful tool for1242
anticipating the unknown, for reducing losses,1243
and for facilitating recovery following a1244
hazard impact. Mitigation strategies, for1245
instance, may reduce potential losses by1246
steering development to the less hazardous1247
areas of a proposed community or by1248
modifying building design to reduce potential1249
losses (Burby et al., 1999). They are also1250
useful in preparing communities to deal with1251
post-disaster scenarios by identifying actions1252
that should be done prior to and immediately1253
following events to help guide recovery1254
processes and to reduce future losses.1255

1256
6 Conclusion1257

1258
During the past few years a range of high1259
profile, complex and uncertain earthquake1260
disasters occurred in China, such as the1261
Wenchuan earthquake (May 12, 2008), the1262
Yushu earthquake (April 14, 2010), and the1263
Ya’an earthquake (April 20, 2013), which1264
have stimulated an escalation in theoretical1265
developments concerning the way to be1266
quickly recovered from the earthquake1267
damage. An examination of the current and1268
expected capabilities of communities to1269
confront a potential shock yields1270
understanding the effective risk reduction1271
strategies from another perspective, that1272
build-in the resilient communities are one of1273

the key goals for emergency managers and1274
decision makers to improve the local1275
earthquake prevention and response, and1276
prioritize efforts that need to be undertaken in1277
order to maximize the effectiveness of various1278
recovery measures. Effects to address these1279
needs have focused upon new approaches for1280
analyzing the concept of community recovery1281
and proposing community recovery1282
assessment methodologies. The key challenge1283
is how to measure recovery and recovery1284
improvements. Assessing the community1285
recovery leads to a better understanding of the1286
concept and characteristics of it, thereby1287
making it possible to determine how best to1288
improve the community recovery to withstand1289
shocks in the future. Thus, this paper has1290
proposed and demonstrated a quantitative1291
framework for assessing community recovery,1292
while implemented for the case of earthquake1293
to Wenchuan Community. We drew on much1294
of the current literature that currently exists on1295
studying community recovery in different1296
contexts, and by so doing we define the1297
community recovery, and addressed the1298
multiple, interrelated dimensions of it1299
(population, economy, building, and1300
infrastructure). Well-defined and consistently1301
applied assessment measures of community1302
recovery it possible to carry out various kinds1303
of comparative studies, to determine why1304
some systems are more resilient than others,1305
and to assess recovery changes in1306
communities over time. The results suggest1307
that most dimensions of Wenchuan1308
represented the characteristics high recovery,1309
that infrastructure recovery is highest, and the1310
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economic recovery is lowest. The perspectives1311
contributed to identify concentrations of1312
impact and differentials in recovery of1313
Wenchuan for guiding planning of appropriate1314
response and reconstruction policies to1315
enhance the community recovery to1316
earthquake, helping Chinese Central1317
Government to assess and measure the1318
recovery capacity and performance of local1319
government officials of Wenchuan, and1320
emphasizing that the community recovery is1321
strongly influenced by the decision making of1322
local governments. While this paper holds1323
promise for advancing the knowledge of1324
assessing community recovery, it is clear that1325
some limitations should be noted regarding1326
the methodology developed here. First, the1327
approach is focused on one specific1328
earthquake scenario (Wenchuan Earthquake)1329
and one specific community (Wenchuan).1330
Consequently, variations in effects across1331
other potential earthquakes and other1332
characteristics of communities were not1333
discussed. Second, assessing community1334
recovery is focused on describing core1335
dimensions and indicators which can used by1336
the decision-makers to assess and measure the1337
recovery capacity and performance of local1338
government officials (for example, identifying1339
GDP to assess economy recovery), not1340
considering other economic or social1341
indicators, such as personal income, poverty,1342
and unemployment, and so on, in assessing1343
patterns and progress of community recovery.1344
Third, the statistical data used to assess1345
different dimensions of community recovery1346
are likely to be sparser and less reliable,1347

special surveys or arrangements with data1348
collecting authorities may then be necessary1349
in the future research. Last, core indicators of1350
community recovery was defined and chose1351
on the basis of expert interview, these experts1352
we interviewed are all from one organization1353
(National Workplace Emergency Management1354
Center), who may not always have a complete1355
understanding of community recovery.1356
In our future research, it would be1357

worthwhile developing comparative insights1358
on community-scale recovery. For example,1359
quantitative indicators of community recovery1360
should be used as a benchmark or reference1361
for more in-depth study, which can be used1362
systematically by local governments and1363
researchers to monitor complex recovery1364
processes. And validation may be possible in1365
the future through expanded databases of the1366
consequences of earthquakes for comparable1367
regions, in order to give the operator a wider1368
and deeper insight in the recovery patterns of1369
different communities. Furthermore, the1370
concept framework of community recovery1371
should be evaluated and revised more1372
efficiently and effectively by collecting and1373
analyzing a large number of expert judgments.1374
And considering long-term recovery and1375
reconstruction, the framework should be1376
extended in order to perform a dynamic1377
assessment model of community recovery,1378
where time-dependent indicators reflect1379
post-disaster recovery capacity and1380
performance of local government officials1381
over time. Learning from the past recovery1382
and rebuilding process, new research is1383
needed to fully operationalize and realize the1384
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concept of recovery, and develop appropriate1385
techniques of designing mathematical models1386
to assess and characterize community1387
recovery, which can help local government1388
and policy makers develop the scientific and1389
effective disaster recovery plan for the next1390
devastating earthquake disaster.1391
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